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Each year about 300,000 service members leave 
military service and return to civilian life. Many of 
those service members struggle to find jobs in the 
labor market that provide financial security. 

We created a map that documents the experiences 
of 25 service members to find work — it shows 
when, where, and how federal agencies step in  
to offer key support. 
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CREATING A CITIZEN JOURNEY MAP:   
A CROSS-AGENCY COLLABORATION

Hi there. We’re a team of five designers who work inside the federal 
government. We work on different projects to make government services 
more responsive to citizens using many methods, including Human- 
Centered Design. 

In winter 2018, we completed an exciting project collaborating with six 
federal agencies to develop a citizen journey map. The map illustrates 
the journey of enlisted service members who leave the military and 
work to find a decent sustaining job back in the labor market. It also 
highlights some of the key resources that six federal agencies offer 
service members during their career transition journey. We completed 
the research in eight weeks, designed the map in four, and engaged  
several federal agencies all along the way.

This project taught us a lot about how to:

• Invite federal agencies into a collaborative design project and keep 
them engaged at key moments; 

• Create a citizen journey map that is informed by the efforts of many 
agencies yet not beholden to any particular one; and 

• Keep a citizen journey map project on track while working under a 
tight deadline.

We’re sharing our story in the hopes that other groups that do collab-
orative work across agencies can learn from it. In this mini-guidebook, 
we provide a frank accounting of how, when, and why this project got 
started; and how we found our design “North Star” during this project, 
lost it, and found it again. We also share some insights we’ve learned 
about entering into a collaborative relationship with several federal 
agencies who all work in the same problem-solving space.

— Matt, Sara, Aaron, Elaine, and Sarah
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HOW OUR PROJECT CAME ABOUT

In 2018, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) announced  a 
continuation and expansion of the previous Administration’s Customer 
Service Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) goals. The new goal outlined 
that agencies should focus more on how citizens use and experience 
government services. Agencies would need to provide a streamlined and 
responsive customer experience across government. OMB also wanted a 
closer look, and understanding of, what happens when a select group of 
citizens all rely on several federal agencies at once to achieve a certain 
goal—such as finding a job or planning one’s retirement.

That’s when Matt, our team lead from General Services Administration’s 
(GSA) Customer Experience Office, in partnership with the CX CAP Goal 
leadership team, began plans for crafting a cross-agency journey map. 
OMB decided the map would focus on the experience of service members 
leaving the military and transitioning to work in the labor market. Many 
service members receive federal funding and support from multiple 
agencies during their transition into the labor market—and yet many 
still struggle to find a decent, family-sustaining job. According to the 
Economic Policy Institute one in five working veterans (about 1.8 million 
veterans) are paid less than $15 dollars an hour. This project would 
involve documenting the experience of service members during this 
career transition and interviewing key federal agency staff to understand 
when, where, and how federal resources support service members. 
Although the focus of the project was gaining a deeper understanding of 
this population, it would also be an experiment in cross-agency collaboration 
through research, synthesis, and strategic direction.

It was around that time that Matt invited the rest of us (Aaron, Sara, 
Sarah, and Elaine)—who’d all done previous design work with veterans— 
aboard. Except for Matt, we’re all based at the Lab at the Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM). Collectively, the five of us had what  
was needed to get this design sprint off the ground:

• Previous work with OMB staff who could lend credibility and authority 
to this effort; 

• Previous design work with veterans and with veterans Affairs (VA) 
and the Department of Defense (DOD) (two key agencies among  
the half dozen we were soon to interview); 

• Expertise in qualitative research and design;

• Experience diplomatically navigating high-stakes conversations 
with key staff from multiple federal agencies. 
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GETTING THE PROJECT OFF THE GROUND 

Three federal agencies play a critical role in the life of service members 
when they leave military service and transition back to the labor market: 
DOD, VA, and Department of Labor (DOL). We needed to talk with 
these three agencies as well as several other key agencies (Office of 
Personnel Management [OPM], Small Business Administration [SBA], 
and Department of Education [ED]) to learn more about their impact on 
service members during this chapter in their lives.

LEVERAGE YOUR NETWORK

Initially we tried introducing the project to different key players by 
ourselves. We didn’t get anywhere and we lost precious time. The second 
time around, we gained traction by asking people who are well known 
within federal agencies if they could help us connect with experts 
across the government. OMB introduced us to DOL, VEO introduced us 
to the key players within VA, and OPM introduced us to a formal working 
group comprised of those key federal agencies that support service 
members during their transition to civilian life. 

PARALLEL WORK CONTEXT BUILDING

While we worked to get these formalities ironed out, we also dove into 
secondary research. We reviewed key reports (Figures 1, 2, & 3) on 
transition on each federal agency website; pored over white papers and 
transcripts from Congressional hearings on the topic; and interviewed 
ten informal experts on the topic. Those informal experts included 
community groups that serve as matchmakers between veterans and 
the local job market and they shared the challenges and opportunities 
many veterans encounter in the local job market. This foundation helped 
us shape the topics in our future interviews with federal agency staff 
and veterans.

BUILD A RESEARCH PLAN

Next, we drafted a research plan   and distilled it to one page. The plan 
offered a clear guide to the work ahead, so that we knew what needed 
to be accomplished and by when. The plan also made our research 
process transparent, and we would use it to introduce our project at the 
interagency working group.

In the plan, we shared our approach to gathering qualitative research. 
We defined the subgroup of service members we would interview in 
order to capture transition stories that would ring true for the broadest 
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number of people, rather than the unique few. We would talk to repre-
sentatives from key federal agencies as well as informal experts. We 
would then bring together our interviews with our secondary research 
findings and thoroughly sift through them for key insights.

From those insights, we would build a journey map. The map would be 
a catalyst for conversations and collaborations across government. The 
map would also honor the work already underway by federal agencies to 
support service members during their career transition. And we would  
do it all in eight weeks because we were tasked with that deadline.

J U L A U G S E P O C T N O V

R E S E A R C HP L A N N I N G

D E S I G N

PMA CX CAP Goal Transitioning Service Member/Veteran Employment JourneyPROJECT PLAN

Definition
We are partnering with a 
cross-agency group, including 
GSA and OMB, on a sub-area 
of the PMA CAP Goal around 
customer experience. The project 
specifies building three citizen 
experience maps from different 
journeys. We’ll be looking at the 
journey of transitioning service 
members and veterans seeking 
meaningful employment.

Staffing
‣ Sarah Hughes
‣ Elaine Daniel
‣ Sara Romanoski 
‣ Aaron Stienstra
‣ Matt Ford

We are researchers, designers, 
educators and fellows with the 
Lab at OPM (Office of Personnel 
Management. We also work with 
Veterans Experience Office at VA.

Timeline

Research
Transitioning service members 
have the benefit of many 
committed people working 
diligently to help them. Our aim 
is not to duplicate this work, nor 
to audit it. Rather, we want to 
learn from it and visualize the 
customer experience and 
ecosystem of support across 
agencies and organizations.

Approach
We will do a combination of 
investigative research and 
qualitative research. The 
investigative research will be 
conversations with SMEs from 
inside and outside of the key 
agencies (DOD, DOL, OPM, VA & 
SBA) The qualitative research 
will center on conversations with 
transitioning services members 
and veterans.

People to talk to
‣ SMEs at VA, DOD, DOL, SBA, 

and OPM— who can explain 
agency efforts to support 
transitioning service member’s 
employment journey

‣ Developers and/or designers of 
resources/tools at —VA, DOD, 
DOL, SBA, OPM— who can 
explain aim of their resource

‣ 10-20 transitioning service 
members who fit the persona 
“striving, but struggling”
(include Veterans, speaking 
to their previous experience)

‣ Informal experts on service 
members in transition and the 
employment journey

‣ Representatives from Veteran 
Service Organizations (VSO)

‣ Chamber of Commerce

‣ Employers, large & small, who 
hire or seek to hire Veterans

‣ Economist who is expert on 
military to civilian job transition

‣ Career Counselors at Federal 
Job Centers who work with 
transitioning service members

‣ Private sector and federal 
government groups that recruit 
service members

Goals & Benefits
This map will show the 
service member/veteran 
customer experience and 
ecosystem in a single view, 
with the key Federal supports 
that exist to help them on this 
journey. This map may 
pinpoint areas to look at and 
guide improvements. It may 
also be a catalyst for conver-
sations, collaborations, and 
connections that did not exist 
before. One may discover too, 
gaps in services, funding, 
resources, or attention. In this 
case, the map will be visual 
evidence to advocate for 
increasing or continued 
support. Lastly, the map will 
be an artifact to honor the 
committed efforts and 
notable work in effect for 
service members and 
veterans. 

Scope
The limited timeline for this 
project requires that we chose a 
narrowed customer persona to 
create a valid map. For this 
round, our target persona will 
include the following profile and 
characteristics:

Customer Persona:
“Striving through struggles”

‣ Post 9/11 era
‣ Between 4 and 8 years served 

in the military (all branches)
‣ Has tried to find a stable and 

appropriate job
‣ Responsible for more than 

his/herself
‣ Completed high school. Some 

higher education
‣ Has a setback (psychological, 

physical, personal, etc.)
‣ At least one year out of

 the military

Deliverable
Our research will culminate in a hybrid map of the customer 
experience journey and the support network ecosystem.

v2.0    9/5/18 

Figure 4 — Our second 
version of the project 
plan. We first shared it 
with VEO leadership.
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INTRODUCING THE PROJECT AND ENGAGING 
SKEPTICS

With the project brief in hand, we went on a road show, introducing the 
journey map project to DOD, DOL, VA, OPM, SBA, and ED. We brought 
with us to these meetings print copies of citizen journey maps that our 
colleagues created in the past (Figure 5 & 6, page 9), so that people 
who had never seen a journey map before had something concrete and 
tangible to look at, and respond to. The artifacts exemplified what we 
planned to produce and gave reason for the research.

We found these meetings invaluable. They gave us an opportunity to 
explain the project’s goal and intent—that is, to help federal agencies 
see the transition journey through service members’ eyes and look for 
ways to better support service members in their journey. During these 
meetings, we could also engage skeptics of our work, thereby clearing 
away any misconceptions about the project early on.

We heard a number of concerns from agency representatives. Some 
asked us if our project was really about documenting shortcomings in 
agency programs so as to justify later budget cuts. We reassured them 
this was not our goal, nor was it what OMB tasked us to do. Others worried 
that our project was duplicating other efforts within government focused 
on service members and their transition back home. We explained that 
we intentionally designed our project to build off of—and complement— 
other transition initiatives. Still other agency representatives voiced 
concerns about the time that our interviews would take away from their 
staff. We assured that the interviews would last an hour and a half at most.

These open and frank conversations with stakeholders built a level 
of trust and rapport between our team and the agencies we would be 
counting on for insights and information. These conversations helped 
pave the way for our one-on-one qualitative interviews with each agency 
that were soon to follow.

Open and frank 
conversations 
with stakeholders 
built a level of 
trust and rapport 
between our 
team and the 
agencies.
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SEPARATE RETIREENLIST

PRE-SERVICE LIFE T R

Finding additional 
sources of income

Taking care 
of my health

Participating in 
meaningful activities

Deciding how and 
where to be memorialized

Scheduling and 
planning a funeral 
service

Managing my 
declining health

Maintaining social 
and community 
connections

Adapting my 
support network 
to my new needs

Planning for 
longer term care

Managing military 
and family 
obligations

Finding 
something 
to do

Doing well 
by my unit

Understanding
future prospects

Preparing for
military service

Fulfilling my
military obligation

Completing my 
paperwork

Understanding
the process of 
separating

Engaging VA to 
access benefits 
and services

Engaging VA to 
access benefits 
and services

Adapting to 
military culture

Embracing 
military culture

Leaving 
home

Being motivated 
by the mission

Balancing 
finances

Re-establishing 
and creating 
relationships

Maintaining 
my health

Managing primary 
care and chronic 
health issues 

Recognizing 
and addressing 
mental health 
needs

Seeking support 
for an acute 
health event

Saving for 
my retirement

Taking care of 
my family

Connecting with and 
serving my community

Starting, growing, or 
maintaining my family

Revisiting housing

Maintaining my financial, 
social, and emotional health

Translating my 
military skills

Building my network

Acquiring the 
appropriate education, 
new skills, and credentials

Building my 
professional reputation

Finding the right job

Attending to 
health needs

Finding a 
place to live

Aging Retiring DyingGetting 
out

Starting 
upJoining Serving

Reinventing
Myself

Putting 
down 
roots

Taking 
care of 
myself

Transition Assistance 
Program (TAP)

Life insurance

GI Bill
VA Home Loan

Pre-discharge Program 
(Disability Compensation)
Healthcare

GI Bill
Home Loan

GI Bill
Career Center
Vocational Rehab 
& Employment

Compensation & 
Pension Exam 

Vet Center

Vet Center
Welcome Home Events
Post-Deployment Clinic

VA Health Care
MyHealtheVet
Pharmacy
Disability Health 
Condition

VA Health Care
MyHealthe Vet

Mental Health Care
PTS Services
Psychosocial Rehabilitation
& Recovery Services
Veteran Crisis Line
MST Counseling
Social work

VA Health Care
Disability Compensation
Prescription Services
Inpatient Care
Choice Act

VA Health Care
Prescription Services
Emergency Care
Specialized Care

Preventative Care
Pharmacy

Veteran’s Pension
Disability Compensation

GI Bill
Life Insurance

VA Home Loan

Vet Center

VA Refinancing

VA Mental Health Center
Social work

myVA Communities
VSOs

Pre-discharge Program 
(Disability Compensation)
Healthcare

GI Bill
Home Loan

Burial Benefits
Burial Allowance
Survivor’s Benefits

Burial Benefits
Burial Allowance
Survivor’s Benefits
Grief Counseling

Audiology
Blind & Vision Rehab
Specialized Care

VA Health Care

Vet Center

VA Veteran’s Pension
Disability Compensation

VA Health Care
Geriatric & Extended Care
Home Health Care
Caregiver Services

Caregiver Services
Home Health Care
Geriatric & Extended Health

PACT teams
Holistic end of life planning

GI Bill
Vocational Rehab & Employment
Educational & Vocational Counseling

Skills Translator
Career Center
Resume Builder

Career Center
Veterans Job Bank
Resume Builder
VA Employment

VA Home Loan

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
The promise of VA benefits 
and services during 
recruitment is often the 
first time servicemembers 
are “introduced” to VA and 
factors into decision 
making around their future.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Purchasing a home, 
enrolling in part-time 
education, and/or 
maintaining their 
personal and familial 
health are often top- 
of-mind concerns 
for servicemembers 
balancing life inside 
and outside of the 
military. This is often 
the first interaction 
with VA.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Finding something to 
do like returning to 
school, going to work, 
or connecting with the 
community decreases the 
risk of harmful behaviors 
like substance abuse.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Veterans with mental 
health needs often have 
a difficult time accessing 
providers and feeling safe 
once in care — not just 
at VA, but in the entire 
mental healthcare 
industry.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
A lack of formal or informal 
knowledge transfer between 
providers leads to Veterans 
experiencing discontinuity 
within VA and between 
VA and external sources 
of healthcare.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Through bonding 
over shared experiences 
on social media, at 
in- person events, and 
via support networks, 
Veterans create a 
sense of community.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Veterans seek supplemental 
coverage to fill healthcare 
coverage gaps caused 
by insurance changes 
during retirement. Some 
Veterans reengage or 
engage with VA for the 
first time at this moment.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Often the first time 
a Veteran’s family 
interacts directly 
with VA is during
the highly-emotional 
time of a Veteran's 
death.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Veterans select health 
care coverage according 
to their individual set of 
needs and preferences, 
often choosing private 
healthcare over VA 
unless they seek care and 
compensation for a 
service-related disability 
or have no other option.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Separation programs 
pack in a lot of good 
information but are 
delivered at a moment 
when Veterans are not 
ready or able to absorb 
the information.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Veterans expect to be 
able to translate their 
skills and leadership 
abilities easily from the 
military to a civilian 
career and rely on 
resources to identify 
and fill gaps in their 
skill sets. 

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Veterans increasingly 
seek alternatives to 
institutional based care 
and instead wish to stay 
independent for longer, 
remaining in their homes 
and communities.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Sustaining a sense of 
community and social 
connection is critical to 
Veterans’ well-being as 
they age.

Moment
that matters

Life Stage

Understanding 
future prospects

Preparing for 
military service

Moment

Joining

LEGEND

JOURNEYS OF  
VETERANS MAP

SERVING IN AND SEPARATING FROM THE MILITARY LIVING CIVILIAN LIFE RETIRING AND AGING

Not all Veterans are the same and there is no “one” veteran. There are, 
however, a broad set of shared moments many Veterans will encounter 
and live through. Different Veteran personas will experience and navigate 
these moments in varied and disparate ways. Using this journey as a 
guide to organize and align around, VA can plan for and design better 
experiences for Veterans. 

This map covers ten life stages any Veteran may encounter, from  
pre-service to end of life. These life stages are organized in three 
phases in which Veterans’ goals and aspirations are distinctly different. 
Each life stage lists out moments Veterans typically experience and 
associated VA services, and calls out key “moments that matter”  
which may have significant impact on Veterans’ experiences.  

This page contains an image of the map; the next page is an alternate 
text version of the map’s content for screen readers.

Life events impact individual goals and change priorities. Events like 
marriage, divorce, widowhood, birth of a child, obtaining a new degree, 
loss of housing, empty nesting, major illness and so on have profound 
effects on people’s priorities and how they approach their lives—as 
well as how they interact and perceive services. These events are 
unpredictable and may happen at any point across this journey.

Developed by the VA Veterans Experience Office.  
For more information contact: Vets-Experience@VA.gov

Figure 5 — Journey of Veterans Map, produced 
by the Veterans Experience Office .
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“I got the appointment
when I needed it.”

“It was easy for me to find 
help in locating my 
appointment site.”

“I felt heard and cared for.” “It was easy to get my
prescriptions filled.”

“I understood what I 
needed to do next to
manage my whole health.”
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Schedule 
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prepare for 
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Navigate 
through
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Complete 
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with friends 
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appointment 

Wait for 
appointment 

Meet with
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appointment

Fill
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facility 

Take 
immediate

action 
Follow up
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Manage
whole
health
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need for 

appointment

Lack of status
updates

Uncomfortable 
environment

Feeling unsafe

Long wait
times

Cancellation

Long delay 
until
appointment

Traveling
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Finding
parking

Unhelpful 
signage

Not getting 
consistent help 
from VA staff

Unwelcoming 
environment

Lack of
privacy

Unfriendly
VA staff

Cancelled 
appointment

Limited time

Retelling 
history

No connection 
with provider

Lack of whole 
health options

Treatment plan 
changed with-
out explanation

Feeling 
overmedicated

Skipping
this step

Navigating
to next 
appointment

Waiting
for next
appointment

Long wait
times

Uncomfortable 
environment

Feeling unsafe

Scheduling 
specialty care

Transitioning
to mail order
prescriptions

Unclear
next steps

Interpreting 
test results

Getting ahold 
of provider

Getting lost
in handoff

Referral to 
non-VA care

Conflicting 
advice

Managing
care without  
VA support

Outdated 
information
on websites

Not getting 
through on 
the phone 

Not having
need addressed

Not getting
a timely 
appointment

Receiving 
incorrect 
information

Losing
insurance

Not
registered
for VHA*

“Welcome
to VA”  call 

Talking to a 
trusted helper

Appointment 
reminder

Travel benefits

Valet parking

Helpful
Veterans

Friendly
greeters

Socializing
with buddies

Helping others
Kiosk 
check-in

Socializing
with buddies

Learn about 
additional 
resources

Scheduling 
routine
follow up

Socializing
with buddies

Helping others Travel benefits
Mail order 
prescriptions

Talking to a 
trusted helper

Talking to a 
trusted helper

  

MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS MEASURING EASE & EMOTION MEASURING EMOTION MEASURING EASE MEASURING EMOTION

BRIGHT
SPOTS

PAIN
POINTS

THIS MOMENT
MATTERS
BECAUSE...

WHAT SHOULD
WE MEASURE?

REGISTER FOR VHA*

KEY

*The process for registering for VHA
  includes the following steps:
■   Deciding to register for VA Health Care
■   Understanding and applying for eligibility
■   Getting a service connected disability rating

The VA Patient Experience Journey Map represents a common set of moments that Veterans experience 
before, during, and after an outpatient appointment. While this map does not represent what happens 
to every single Veteran during every appointment, it does identify those moments when many Veterans 
experience bright spots or pain points in accessing care. Veterans also identified five moments that matter 
during which VA can build trust with Veterans or lose that trust entirely. These moments that matter are 
highlighted in the large colored boxes. They provide a guide for where VA can focus its time and resources 
towards the goal of maximizing Veterans’ trust in VA. 

A similar map that represents the experiences of VA employees who provide outpatient care is forthcoming.

Developed by the Veterans Health Administration and 
the Veterans Experience Office.
For more information contact: Vets-Experience@VA.gov

Long wait times may 
prevent Veterans from 
getting their medication 

Navigation challenges 
can cause stress and 
frustration

Trusted relationships 
with providers are critical 
to Veterans’ whole health

Scheduling can be a 
barrier to care for Veterans 
with immediate needs

VA PATIENT EXPERIENCE JOURNEY MAP

Patient entry
and exit points

Supportive follow-up care 
helps Veterans understand 
next steps 

JOURNEY PHASE

Pain Point

Trusted Helper

Entry point to VHA system Exit point from VHA system

Bright Spot

Moment 
that

matters

Journey 
moment

Optional 
journey 
moment

Figure 6 — VA Patient Experience Journey Map, 
produced by the Veterans Experience Office .
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OUR NORTH STAR: UNDERSTANDING VETERANS’ 
TRANSITION EXPERIENCE

A key piece of our research was talking with service members to find 
out whether they were landing well—or not—in the labor market after 
leaving military service. We also wanted to find out:

• What was helping service members towards a smooth career 
transition; 

• What was getting in the way of a smooth transition; 

• Where, how, and when supports from the federal government  
played a role. 

Roughly 300,000 service members separate from the military each 
year. For this 8-week research sprint, we planned to interview between 
10-15 people (in the end, we interviewed 25). First we sought out service 
members who shared a demographic profile similar to the majority 
of those currently separating from military service. They had to have 
enlisted after 9-11, served ten years or fewer, and separated with a rank 
of E-6 or lower (or the equivalent of such). We also sought out service 
members who were supporting a household since people in the military 
tend to marry and have children earlier in their lives than civilians. This 
profile represented those with greatest needs. Working to make their 
separation easier would benefit all veterans.

We wanted to speak with people whose life stories reflect the diversity 
of those who serve. We engaged grass-roots organizations at the local 
level to recruit for us. In all, we interviewed 25 men and women from 
different ethnic backgrounds and walks of life who served in all branches 
of service. We interviewed people now living in different parts of the 
country and in different types of communities (rural areas, small towns, 
and big cities). 

Of our 25 interviewees, we intentionally interviewed a few individuals 
who did not fit the most common profile of those leaving military ser-
vice. We interviewed a few high-ranking, retired officers and found that 
their transition experiences were markedly different. The sharp contrast 
between officers and enlisted helped us better see the sharp lines 
around both groups’ transition experience. The contrast also proved a 
fertile area to mine for insights that furthered our research.
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In our interviews, we asked service members about:

• Their life circumstances before joining the military; 

• The work they did while in service;

• What type of work they wanted for themselves once they  
got out of the military; 

• What career preparation they’d received; 

• What happened once they left the military and searched for work;

• Where, when, and how they came across—or sought out—help from 
federal agencies during the full journey their career transition;

• What helped them land a sustaining job—and what got in the way  
of landing a sustaining job.

The transition stories that we heard 
from veterans became the North 
Star of our research effort. 

When, at different points along the way, our small team felt flooded 
by the sheer magnitude of information about veterans, we returned to 
these interviews to ground ourselves in what we were hearing—most 
powerfully and most frequently—from veterans themselves.

Our research  
demographics

We Interviewed 25 people

23 veterans

02 Active service members

Branches 
Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force,  

Coast Guard

Rank 
21 Enlisted and 4 Officers 

Enlisted rank: E4-E8

Time served 
Average years of service: 10

Age 
Age range at separation: 22-47  

Average age of interviewees: 32

Separation 
19 voluntary and 6 non-voluntary

Gender 
Male: 14, female: 11

Race and ethnicity 
Mixed 
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INVITING STAKEHOLDERS INTO OUR SYNTHESIS

Once we wrapped up all of our 
interviews, we set aside an 
afternoon to share our research 
findings with DOD, VA, DOL, SBA, 
OPM, and ED. Our collaboration 
process followed this structure:

FOUR-HOUR SYNTHESIS

The day started with a four-hour 
synthesis just among our team. 
We set up our synthesis work-
shop in a large office with plenty 
of open wall space. We covered 
one wall with the reports and 
key sources from our secondary 
research effort (Figure 7). 

We covered another wall with 
“persona sheets” from our 
interviews with agencies and 
transitioned service members 
(Figure 8). Our persona sheets 
included the key quotes, attri-
butes, motivations, challenges, 
and insights from each person 
interviewed.

These persona sheets were the 
primary format we used for moving 
from the raw data to insights. We 
dedicated time to review all of 
our persona sheets, and then we 
teased out the themes that we 
saw emerging most powerfully 
and most frequently across our 
interviews. Along the way, we’d 
crosswalk those themes with 
the sources (white papers and 
government documents) from  
our secondary research effort.

Figure 7 — Wall of secondary research

Figure 8 — Wall of persona sheets
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DOCUMENTING CENTRAL THEMES

We then created a board (Figures 9 & 10) that captures the central 
themes that emerged from synthesis, organizing them by what we  
heard from service members (on one side of the board) and what we 
heard from government agencies and informal experts (on the other).

FEEDBACK FROM KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Then, in the afternoon, we invited our government stakeholders (OMB, 
our project sponsor, and staff with the six federal agencies whom we 
interviewed) to review our findings and reflect on them. We walked the 
agencies through each key phase of our synthesis process. At the end of 
each key phase, we invited their feedback and reflections, so that they 
had a frame and context to respond to. We also shared some ideas with 
them about what type of feedback would help guide our efforts. 

With representatives from six agencies participating, we also had  
to manage the tendency for some agency representatives to promote 
their agency’s role in helping transitioned service members find good 
jobs. We emphasized to the group that our findings are drawn from cross 
walking our interviews with agencies, service members, and informal 
experts (or those who work closely with veterans to match them with  
jobs in their communities). Figure 9 — Board of synthesized themes

Figure 10 — Closer view of Figure 9
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MAKING THE MAP AND FINDING OUR POINT  
OF VIEW

We didn’t wait until synthesis wrapped up to start working on our 
customer journey map. Instead, we created several sketches (Figure 11) 
while we were in the middle of our research sprint. We were curious to 
see how the sketches could help our research inquiry. Were we asking the 
right questions? Were we talking to the right people? Were we learning 
enough about the ecosystem? The sketches prompted us to think about 
these questions and generate ideas for how to answer them.

We shared our concept sketches during the synthesis session with our 
agency stakeholders. Response was quiet. But sharing our early-stage 
concepts with stakeholders was important—the sketches showed that 
our process was thoughtful and selective, and that everyone had an 
equal role in sharing the direction.

After synthesis, we had a lot of information to process and assemble 
before we could design the map. The big tasks were: 

• Distilling the experiences of the service members we interviewed 
into a single story that would reflect what we heard from them most 
powerfully and most frequently; 

• Building the agency view of the system; 

• Looking across the data for themes.

But even after we drafted these component parts, we were still 
stumped. We needed a strong point of view to anchor our decision 
making about the over-arching story of the map and to give the map  
a narrative voice.

Figure 11 — Early exploratory sketches
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Figure 12 — Our sketches exploring the  
building blocks concept

We sat down and thought about the timing of things. We thought about 
when and how federal agencies direct most of their support to transitioning 
service members. Service members receive the majority of information 
about government resources all at one moment—during a week-long 
workshop, Transition Assistance Program, informally called TAP. Many 
service members attend TAP within months of leaving the military. It’s 
a time when they feel most overwhelmed by the transition ahead and 
least able to take in a firehose of information. Still, it’s up to service 
members to sift through the numerous resources, make sense of what 
would be useful given their circumstance, and create a plan of action 
accordingly.

This is where we had a breakthrough conversation and drew sketches 
(Figure 12) that gave us our point of view. 

What if, instead, federal agencies provided resources and guidance 
about career transition all throughout a service member’s time of 
service? This would be equivalent to giving them building blocks that 
they could store up, and use to build their pathway to a smooth transition 
down the road, and into the future.

We expanded upon this metaphor. We also realized that in our inter-
views, we were hearing about building blocks that service members 
were using to pave a road to smooth transition. Building blocks such as 
“knowing what kind of work they want to do when they leave the military” 
and “knowing how to translate their work and accomplishments in the 
military to civilians”. We also heard about stumbling blocks—that is, 
things that got in the way of service members’ efforts to find a decent 
job in the labor market.

We created the customer journey map around this concept of building 
blocks. We situated the building blocks, in blue, above the journey line, 
vertically centered in the layout. We arranged these blocks on a stair 
step incline to enhance the upward mobility concept. We placed the 
stumbling blocks below the journey line in red. The federal agency 
supports and programs were at the top of the map. The themes, data, 
and research details were at the bottom.

Resources are 
building blocks 
that service  
members can 
store up and use 
to build their 
pathway to a 
smooth transition 
down the road.
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MAKING THE MAP AND FINDING OUR POINT OF VIEW (CONT.)

Starting with this first draft, we assembled a lean but functional visual 
design system. We wanted our map to be accessible and so we kept 
the design as clean and sharp as possible. The map would be dense 
with content so we designed it to be printed large but available as a 
vector-based PDF, which would not degrade as one zooms in. The PDF 
would be 508 compliant. We took cue from the U.S. Digital Services 
web design standards (Figure 13) in using a plain and simple style that 
would speak across government agencies in a familiar visual language. 
We excluded agency seals or other logos to avoid visual clutter. Even 
though the styling would be minimal, we aimed for elegance with ample 
whitespace, simple shapes, and a single typeface.

Finally, we had our first draft (Figure 14). We shared it with stakeholders 
and they responded favorably and they provided helpful feedback to 
make it better. 

We concluded that the map lacked a focal point, the visual hierarchy was 
not clear, the journey line was fragmented, and the themes were buried. 

Figure 13 — U.S. Web Design Standards

Transition Data Research  Details

Transitioning Service Members Interviews Conducted

Approach

TAP Compliance

2017 290,133 Transitioned Service members 20

Agency representatives 18
- Department of Defense (DOD)
- Department of Labor (DOL)
- Department of Veteran A�airs (VA)
- O�ice of Personnel Management (OPM)
- Small Business Administration (SBA)
- Department of Education (DOE)
- Consumer Finance & Protection Bureau (CFPB)

- Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines

- Hiring Our Heroes, Chamber of Commerce
- Source America
- VA Virginia Advisory Board
- Former U.S. Chief Technology O�icer
- Nonprofit organizations that hires Veterans
- TAP instructor
- Veteran Advocate

Subject Matter Experts 10

O�icer 39,865

Active Duty Only 97,837

Reserve & Nat. Guard Only 46,695

Enlisted 250,000

VOW Act mandates 100% of Service members 
participate in TAP program, with some exceptions.

In 2016, DOD met its goal of 85% of eligible active 
duty service members participate in TAP. That year, 
159,157 active duty Service members transitioned 
out of the services.

— 85% Participated in TAP (135,208)

— 12% Status was unknown — missing data (19,802)

— 3% Did not participate in TAP (4,147)

Human-centered Design qualitative 
research and workshops, journey 
mapping

Literature review 

Unknown 238

Active Duty, Reserve, Nat. Guard 138,125

Unknown 7,476

Source: National Center for Veteran Analysis & Statistics, Office of Data Governance and 
Analytics from: https://www.data.va.gov/dataset/demographic-characteristics- 
veterans-who-separated-2011-and-2017

Source for VOW Act: 
https://veterans.house.gov/legislation/the-veterans-opportunity-to-work-act.htm

Source for TAP Compliance Data: November, 2017 GAO Report to Congressional Requesters, 
https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/688203.pdf

Themes

Accredited certification 
programs can help Service 
members build their credentials 
in a certain trade before they 
transition to the labor force.

1

If you don’t have the right certification, 
that knocks you out of the running for 
about a third of the jobs in our market 
right now.

– Staff with American Job Center

I’ve helped a lot of my men get Lean 
Six Sigma and Project Management 
certifications and I think that will give 
them an edge once they [get into the 
labor force]….I wish someone had done 
the same for me.”

– Daniel, Retiring Officer

I work as a mentor to new Veterans. I 
see a lot of Veterans who are very, very 
smart but they just don’t have the soft 
skills.

– Talia, Air Force Veteran

There are many fellowships for 
transitioning Service members — 
Amazon, Microsoft, Hiring Our Heroes, 
and more. These are great because 
they introduce you to people who can 
help you once you get out [of the military]

– Mike, Army Veteran

Well-designed bridge programs 
help Service members learn the 
ropes of the civilian workforce 
in a low-stakes, low-cost way.

2 Service members who surrender 
their identity and sense of 
purpose to military service 
encounter challenges and also 
opportunities during separation.

3 Service members are novices at 
the labor force. For many, military 
work is all they know. Service 
members require time and e�ort 
to adapt and be competitive in 
today’s labor force.

4 A commander has an outsize 
influence on whether the 
Service member is granted the 
time, space, and acceptance to 
pursue their personal career 
transition.

5 Many enlisted Service members 
are novices at managing their 
own budgets. Financial hardship 
may lead Service members to 
take the first job available, which 
has ripple e�ects across career.

6

I am nervous and apprehensive, but I 
am also excited about transition...I 
think I can bring value to wherever I go.

– Daniel, Veteran

I never wanted to leave the military...I 
went into meltdown when the doctor 
told me [about medically separating].

– Eli, Veteran

I applied for 48 to 49 jobs. Many 
interviews reached the second or third 
level and wouldn’t go anywhere. There 
was a combination of naiveté and 
hubris. My connections weren’t deep 
enough or focused enough.

– Sean, Army Veteran

The stakes are higher in the labor force. 
In the military, just so long as you pass 
PT, you still have a job.

– Marie, Veteran

I built up my savings [for transition] and 
that’s what really helped us [during the 
time I was looking for work].

– Eli, Veteran

Sometimes, a Service member is just 
afraid of asking [their commander] 
whether they can take the time to do 
transition work.

– Mike, Army Veteran

For enlisted, they have it a lot harder. 
The average response to [preparing for 
your transition] is ‘you still need to 
work. Don’t drop your pack. The Marine 
Corps is still paying you so we will get 
work out of you.’

– Maggie, Veteran

The way it’s set up now for Service 
members, they have no skin in the 
game. Housing is taken out. They don’t 
even see the cost. Food — taken out. 
Health care taken care of. They have no 
idea about the actual cost of things….

– Marie, Veteran

I serve and 
feel purpose 

through 
serving

I rely on my 
military 

buddies for 
support

I decide to 
separate or
 I am told to 

separate

I deal with 
physical 
health 

problems 
related to 

service

I take
 care of my 
dependents 

as well as 
myself

I apply my 
MOS to the 
mission at 

hand

I get my 
 VMET + JST

I do a skills 
gap analysis

I write a formal 
Individual 

Transition Plan

18 Months 
Prior to 

Transition

I do my 
paperwork to 

clear base

I get my 
medical 
records

I move or 
stay at my 

current 
location

I live a new, 
post-EAS 
financial 

reality

My military 
injuries rule 

out some 
types of 

jobs

Separation
(EAS)

Transition 
Assistance 

Program
(TAP)

I complete 
the required 
TAP Program

I prepare my 
resumes and 

send them 
out

Target 
Civilian Job

First
Civilian Job

Military service 
to employment 
as a civilian.

 Fixed steps

 Select steps, 
potentially 
non-linear

Composite
Journey

I am told to 
separate against 

my plan or my 
wish (medical or 

admin)

I su�ered a 
trauma while 
serving that 

impedes
my functioning 

day-to-day

I deny transition 
and put it o�

“Shock”
“Meltdown”

“I don’t want to 
hang up my 

boots”

I self-medicate as 
a way to manage 

the stress and 
trauma of 
my service 
experience

I take no action 
on my formal 

transition plan

No flexibility or 
sta�ing at my 

last duty station 
leaves no time 

to plan

I don’t want to 
stop being a 

soldier and so 
I make no time 

to plan for 
what’s next

My Commander 
impedes my 

personal 
transition e�ort

DOD
Out of panic, I make 
decisions that favor 

an immediate 
paying job, rather 
than a long-term, 

dependable career 
pathway

I experience 
financial 

hardship and the 
stress of not 
making ends 

meet

I do not make any 
plans for the 

financial reality of 
life after EAS when 
automatic housing, 

health care, and 
food all go away 

at once

I assume 
sending resumes 
will get me a job

I panic and 
take the first 
crummy job

I end up couch 
surfing 

or living out 
of my 

car/homeless

I regret not 
earning 

certifications 
before now

I am broke, lost, 
confused, 
isolated

I have no 
nest egg

I have 
unmanageable 

debt such as car 
and home

I neglect to 
research job 
market and 

overestimate a 
salary I will get 

after EAS

Supporting the 
needs of my 

partner or family 
drains my time, 

money, and 
attention

How Might We: Better understand the 
barriers that prevent Commanders 
from supporting Service members in 
their transition to civilian careers?5 How Might We: Prepare SMs to budget 

and prepare for life after EAS, where all 
housing, health care, and food subsidies 
go away — at once — and dramatically?6

As heard from Service 
members and Veterans 
whom we spoke with

Negative Steps
For Transition

I pursue 
certification or 

education to 
advance my 

MOS capacities

I prepare 
financially for 

the future
(nest egg + 

paying o� debt)

I build or cultivate 
a support 

network towards 
my transition to 

civilian life

I accept my 
coming

transition

I identify my 
career interests 

and explore 
pathways to 

get there

I take stock of 
my formal and 
informal skills 

gained in service

I pursue 
non-MOS 

credentials and 
licensing aligned 

with my career 
interests

I am clear about 
my future 

pathway and I am 
learning which 

federal resources 
help take me 

there

My Commander 
serves as a 

trusted & helpful 
resource for my 

transition

DOD

I prepare my GI 
Bill paperwork to 
get certification 

and training 
after EAS

VA
I cultivate a 

career-related 
network inside 
and outside of 
the military to 

support my plan

I craft a 
reality-based 

budget for after 
EAS

I have the sta�ing 
and flexibility at 

my last duty 
station that allow 

me to plan my 
transition

I activate my 
Individual 

Transition Plan

I attend job 
interviews

I attend job fairs 
(i.e., Hiring Our 

Heroes)

I do an internship, 
fellowship, or 

apprenticeship

I learn and 
practice civilian 

workplace 
culture

I learn where I fit 
into the civilian 

job market

I practice 
communicating 

my value in a 
civilian 

workplace

I translate my 
military skills to 
the civilian job 

that interests me
As heard from Service 
members and Veterans 
whom we spoke with

Positive Steps 
For Transition

I connect with 
Veteran Service 
Organizations

I go to my 
American Job 

Center for help

DOL

I find a trusted 
and healthy 

support 
community, 

including other 
Veterans

I find networks 
linked to my 

civilian career 
interest

I turn down job 
o�ers that aren’t 
the right match 

for me

I think about the 
next, better job 

that I want

I work with VA  
Vocational 

Rehabilitation & 
Employment

to find the right 
job match

VA

My partner is 
doing well & can 
carry us through 
some financially 

tight times

I take time o� 
to decompress

I apply for a job, 
internship

I use 
LinkedIn.com
Monster.com
Indeed.com

I work while 
earning 

certification(s) 
that I need

I do job 
interviews

I navigate 
job o�ers

I use
USAJOBS.GOV

OPM

How Might We: Prepare Service members 
who do not want to give up their identity 
as a warrior for a new role in civilian life?

How Might We: Make Service members 
aware of—and recognize the value of—bridge 
programs as a respectable and valuable “first 
step” towards their civilian career pathway?

How Might We: Make accredited and respected 
certification programs more readily available to 
Service members early on who might benefit 
from them once they enter the labor force?1 2 3 4How Might We: Help Service members 

prepare for a labor force they have had 
no prior experience with?

Steps that build towards employment and a desired career

Steps that stifle employment and a desired career

I learn from TAP 
and pursue the 

resources shared 
during TAP

CROSS AGENCY

Get a Bachelor’s 
degree while in 

service

DOD

Conversations 
with Commander 

about civilian 
transition

DOD

MOC Crosswalk

DOD

Capstone Event

DOD

Pre-Separation 
Counseling 

DOD

Financial 
Planning and 

Resiliency

DOD

Career Readiness 
Standards

DOD

COOL
All branches 

(Credentialing 
Opportunities 

Online)

DOD

*Select list. Some were not 
mentioned by the Service 
members and Veterans 
whom we spoke with*  

Optional 
TAP Track: 

Career 
Exploration 
& Planning

DOL

Optional 
TAP Track: 
Accessing 

Higher 
Education

DOD

Optional 
TAP Track: 

Boots 2 Business

SBA

Optional TAP
track: Federal 
Employment 

Seminar

OPM

VA Benefits 
1 and 2 Briefing

VA

Individual 
Assistance

VA

Employment 
Workshop 

DOL

Warm handover 
from DOD to 

VA or DOL

DOD

VA Vocational 
Rehabilitation & 

Employment
(VR&E)

VA

American Job 
Centers

DOLFederal Agency
Supports Counseling 

services about 
civilian transition

DOD

Career Center 
visits

DOD

Advancing skills 
outside MOS

DOD

Individual 
Transition Plan 

DOD

These services continue to be available after separation

Service Civilian

Employment Journey Map: Service Members & Veterans  
United States Government Customer Experience CAP Goal

Employment is big topic within the broad domain of Service 
member to civilian transition. The design team focused on a 
subset of the Veteran population, one that represents a 
range of people, situations, and experiences. We spoke to 
men and women, people from di�erent races and ethnicities, 
di�erent branches of the military, age, and geography. Some 
people had smooth transitions and some did not. This 

spectrum does not represent the employment transition for 
all Service members but it does highlight several key themes 
that are dominant and forefront in the personal stories of 
those whom we interviewed. This map and themes are a 
composite of our research. The six How Might We statements 
are frames and prompts to investigate and test ideas for 
improvement — opportunities. 

This project originates from the President’s Management 
Agenda (PMA), Cross Agency Priority (CAP) Goal on 
customer experience. The leadership and design team 
included representatives from OMB, GSA, VA, and OPM.

VERSION 1.0 / 10/24/18

Figure 14 — First draft of the journey map; shared with stakeholders at our synthesis workshop
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Again, we asked, “What’s the priority here?” We came back to our North 
Star—the transition experiences we heard from service members,  
including the:

• Phases of their journey towards meaningful work in the labor market; 

• Building blocks that helped them along the way;

• Stumbling blocks that got in their way.

We decided that our customer journey map needed to prioritize the 
service member’s perspective and transition journey, and provide the 
timeline of resources and supports offered by key federal agencies as 
the background. After all, the agencies are serving the service members. 
In addition, the project sought to evaluate their experience and needs so 
that agencies could respond to them—not the other way around.

Finally (Figure 15), we created at the bottom of the map a section, called 
“Research Themes”, where we shared our six most important findings and 
recommendations for what federal agencies could do next with these 
key findings.

24 months
prior to

transition
WorkingNavigate 

job o
ers
Evaluate

opportunities
Interview
for jobs

Apply
for jobs

Search
for jobs

Active job 
search

Make new 
connections 

outside of the 
military

Explore local 
resources for 
getting a job

Move or stay 
at current 
location

End of Active 
Service
(EAS)

Send out 
resumes to 

potential 
employers

Explore
civilian work 

options

Complete 
tasks at final 
duty station

Complete 
checklists to 

clear base

 Consider 
education 
options to 

help compete 
in job market

Consider 
whether to 
build on job 
code—or do 
something 

new 

Complete
TAP

Transition
Assistance

Program
(TAP)

Collect records 
and complete 

checklists 
needed to 
separate

Take care 
of self and 

dependents

Understand 
the tasks 

necessary to 
separate from 

military

Apply for VA 
benefits 
based on 
eligibility

Separation is 
planned or 

ordered

Consider 
transitioning 

out of military 
service

A sense of 
purpose through 

serving

Perform job 
code to meet 
the mission

Military service to 
employment as a civilian.

 Key moments

 Actions (may be non-
linear and continuous)

Military Service Transition/TAP Civilian WorkCitizen
Journey

U.S. Government 
Customer Experience
CAP Goal

Pilot: Cross-Government Journey Map
Service Member Transition to Civilian Employment

April 2019 / version 5.1 What is this pilot?

The President’s Management Agenda (PMA), Cross Agency Priority (CAP) Goal 
on Customer Experience and the proposal for a central CX capability in the Reform 
and Reorganization Plan recognized the need to understand Government-wide 
journeys navigating Federal services from the user perspective. Whereas Gov- 
ernment agencies execute their missions based on their specific authorities and 
responsibilities, customers tend to experience Government across stovepipes. To 
model this approach, the CX CAP Goal Team is facilitating interagency collaboration 
to document journeys of U.S. Government customers.

What is this map about?

Veteran employment is a big topic within the national narrative about service 
members and their transition to the labor force. The design team’s research 
focused on a subset of the veteran population, one that represents a range of 
people, situations, and experiences. Some people had smooth transitions and 
some did not. This spectrum represents the employment transition for a subset of 
service members and highlights several key themes that are dominant and forefront 
in the personal stories of those whom we interviewed. This map and these findings 
are a composite of the design team’s Human-Centered Design qualitative research.

What should I know about journey maps?

Journey maps are living documents—continually refined and revisited. There is never 
a “final” version, and these maps are meant to serve as a summary of the voices of 
actual customers of U.S. Government services. A map may not precisely document 
the way a Government program is meant to be navigated, accessed, or used. It might 
not capture every government program or resource available to a customer segment. 
However, it is the product of a qualitative research approach to gather insights from 
customers’ actual experiences. These findings can help us to identify areas for 
high-impact improvements across delivery channels and organizational silos.

No flexibility 
or sta
ing at my 
last duty station 
leaves no time 

to plan

I have no 
nest egg

I have 
unmanageable 

debt

My partner/ 
family is often or 

episodically in 
trouble and 

drains my time, 
money, and 

attention

Out of panic, I 
make decisions 

that favor an 
immediate paying 
job, rather than a 

long-term, 
dependable career 

pathway

I experience 
financial hardship 
and the stress of 
not making ends 

meet

I do not make any 
plans for the 

financial reality 
of life after EAS 
when subsidized 
housing, health 

care, & food all go 
away at once

I assume that
sending resumes 
will get me a job

I regret not 
earning 

certifications or 
credentials 

during my time in 
military service

I neglect to 
research job 
market and 

overestimate the 
salary I will get 

after EAS

I panic and 
take the first 
crummy job

I end up couch 
surfing 

or living out 
of my 

car/homeless

I am told to 
separate against 

my plan or my 
wish (medical 

or admin)

I su
ered a 
trauma while 
serving that 
impedes my 
day-to-day 
functioning

I deny transition 
and put it o


I self-medicate as 
a way to manage 

the stress and 
trauma of 
my service 
experience

I don’t want to 
stop being a 

soldier and so 
I make no time 

to plan for 
what’s next

My Commander 
or Supervisor 

intentionally or 
unintentionally 

impedes my 
transition e
ort

 I access higher 
education 

benefits without 
a goal for how it 

positions me 
better in the 
labor market

I ignore and take 
no action on my 

formal transition 
plan

The boxes to the right 
represent an aggregation of 
obstructions we learned of 
faced by service members 
that a
ected their ability to 
smoothly transition to the 
labor force.

Transition
Barriers

I attend 
interviews for 
opportunities

I pursue 
certification or 
other education 
credentials that 

advance my skills 
within my job code

I prepare 
financially for 

the future
(nest egg + 

paying o
 debt)

I accept my 
coming transition 
and actively take 
steps to prepare 

for it

I take stock of 
my formal and 
informal skills 

gained in service

I pursue 
certification or 
other education 
credentials that 

advance my skills 
outside my job code

I am clear about 
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interviews

I use
USAJOBS.GOV

I learn from TAP 
and pursue the 

resources shared 
during TAP

I identify my 
career interests 

and explore 
pathways to 

get there

 I build a 
network that 

will support me 
during my 

transition to the 
labor force and 

civilian life

The boxes to the right 
represent an aggregation 
of positive actions we 
learned of taken by 
service members who 
built a smooth pathway 
for themselves to the 
labor force.
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are those that were most 
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to this journey. Many other 
programs, services, and 
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likely exist.
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Transition Data

VOW Act mandates 100% of service members 
participate in TAP program, with some exceptions.

In 2016, DOD met its goal of 85% of eligible active 
duty service members participating in TAP. That year, 
159,157 active duty service members transitioned out 
of the services.

— 85% Participated in TAP (135,208)

— 12% Status unknown—missing data (19,802)

— 3% Did not participate in TAP (4,147)

Source for National Center for Veteran Analysis & Statistics, Office of Data Governance 
and Analytics: https://www.data.va.gov/dataset/demographic-characteristics- 
veterans-who-separated-2011-and-2017

Source for VOW Act: 
https://veterans.house.gov/legislation/the-veterans-opportunity-to-work-act.htm

Source for TAP compliance data — November, 2017 GAO Report to Congressional 
Requesters: https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/688203.pdf

Source for Military and Veteran Support, Detailed Inventory of Federal Programs to 
Help Service Members Achieve Civilian Employment — January, 2019 GAO Report: 
https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/696499.pdf

2017 total 290,133

250,000

39,865

238

97,837

46,695

7,476

- Enlisted

- O
icer

- Unknown

- Active duty only

- Active duty, Reserve, Nat. Guard

- Unknown

Qualitative interviews conducted

Transitioned service members 25

- Branches: Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, Coast Guard
- Age range at separation: 22-47 / Average age: 32
- 21 Enlisted and 4 O
icers
- Average years of service: 10
- Male: 14, female: 11
- Various races and ethnicities represented
- Voluntary separation: 19, non-voluntary separation: 6
- Enlisted rank: E4-E8

- Hiring Our Heroes, Chamber of Commerce
- Source America
- VA Virginia Advisory Board
- Former U.S. Chief Technology O
icer
- Nonprofit organizations that hire veterans
- TAP instructor
- Veteran advocate

Subject matter experts 10

Agency representatives

- Department of Defense (DOD)
- Department of Labor (DOL)
- Department of Veterans A
airs (VA)
- O
ice of Personnel Management (OPM)
- Small Business Administration (SBA)
- Department of Education (ED)
- Consumer Finance & Protection Bureau (CFPB)
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Perspective Findings & Opportunities

There are many fellowships for transitioning 
service members — [private companies], Hiring 
Our Heroes, government, and more. These are 
great because they introduce you to people who 
can help you once you get out [of the military].

– Mike, Veteran

I work as a mentor to new veterans. I see a lot of 
veterans who are very, very smart but they just 
don’t have the soft skills.

– Tahlia, Veteran

Well-designed bridge programs help service 
members learn the ropes of the civilian 
workforce in a low-stakes, low-cost way.

How Might We: Make service members 
aware of—and recognize the value of—bridge 
programs as a valuable “first step” towards 
their civilian career pathway?

I was in no way ready to hang up my boots....
All I ever knew was military.

– Joshua, Veteran

[When I was told to separate] I went into meltdown 
because I planned to serve until retiring.

– Eli, Veteran

Service members who most strongly a
iliate 
their sense of identity and purpose with the 
military encounter challenges and also 
opportunities during separation.

How Might We: Prepare service members 
who do not want to give up their identity as 
a warrior for a new role in civilian life?

I’ve helped a lot of my men get Lean Six Sigma and 
Project Management certifications and I think that 
will give them an edge once they [get into the labor 
force]….I wish someone had done the same for me.

– Daniel, Retiring Officer

If you don’t have the right certification, that 
knocks you out of the running for about a 
third of the jobs in our market right now.

– Staff with American Job Center

Accredited certification programs can help 
service members build their credentials in a 
certain trade before they transition to the 
labor force.

How Might We: Make accredited and 
respected certification programs more 
readily available to service members early 
on who might benefit from them once they 
enter the labor force?

My Supervisor saw TAP as an inconvenience. 
Like, ‘Oh god, you are going to be out for a 
week’....it was like my Supervisor resented 
me for even going.

– Tahlia, Veteran

Sometimes, a service member is just afraid 
of asking [their commander] whether they 
can take the time to do transition work.

– Mike, Veteran

A Commander or Supervisor has an outsized 
influence on whether the service member is 
granted the time, space, and acceptance to 
pursue their personal career transition.

How Might We: Better understand the 
barriers that prevent Commanders or 
Supervisors from supporting service 
members in their transition to civilian 
careers?

“[While they are serving]… housing is taken 
out. [service members] don’t even see the 
cost. Food, taken out. Health care, taken out. 
They have no idea about the actual cost 
of things.”

– Marie, Veteran

It took me months, after I got out, to figure out 
how to manage money so that I covered my 
bills...I didn’t know about electricity bill going 
up in the winter or unexpected medical bills.

– Cory, Veteran

Many enlisted service members have little 
experience managing a civilian budget that 
does not include subsidies for food, housing, 
and health care. Financial hardship may lead 
them to take the first job o
ered, which is likely 
to have ripple e
ects across their careers.

How Might We: Prepare service members 
to budget and prepare for life after EAS, 
where all housing, health care, and food 
subsidies go away—at once—and 
dramatically?

Service members are often unfamiliar with the 
civilian work force. For many, a military career is 
all they know—so they may require support in 
learning to align their military skillset to the 
needs of today’s civilian jobs.

Theme 1

I applied for 48 to 49 jobs. Many interviews 
reached the second or third level and wouldn’t 
go anywhere. There was a combo of naiveté 
and hubris. My connections weren’t deep 
enough or focused enough.

– Sean, Veteran

I thought I would get out [of the military] and [a 
defense contractor] would throw a hundred 
thousand dollar job at me....I ended up 
stocking shelves at a supermarket.

– Quinton, Veteran

How Might We: Help service members 
prepare for a labor force they have had 
no prior experience with?

Figure 15 — Final draft of the journey map (larger version on following pages)
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The boxes to the right 
represent an aggregation 
of positive actions we 
learned of taken by 
service members who 
built a smooth pathway 
for themselves to the 
labor force.
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Federal programs identified 
are those that were most 
consistently mentioned in 
interviews and/or are core 
to this journey. Many other 
programs, services, and 
informational resources 
likely exist.

Fed. Agency 
Supports

Active

Active

VA’s Military Life Cycle modules are available to service members throughout their career

Joint DOD and DOL

Visit the
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ED
Department of Education
plays an advisory role in 
the TAP transformation 
initiative
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Transitioning service members

Transition Data

VOW Act mandates 100% of service members 
participate in TAP program, with some exceptions.

In 2016, DOD met its goal of 85% of eligible active 
duty service members participating in TAP. That year, 
159,157 active duty service members transitioned out 
of the services.

— 85% Participated in TAP (135,208)

— 12% Status unknown—missing data (19,802)

— 3% Did not participate in TAP (4,147)

Source for National Center for Veteran Analysis & Statistics, Office of Data Governance 
and Analytics: https://www.data.va.gov/dataset/demographic-characteristics- 
veterans-who-separated-2011-and-2017

Source for VOW Act: 
https://veterans.house.gov/legislation/the-veterans-opportunity-to-work-act.htm

Source for TAP compliance data — November, 2017 GAO Report to Congressional 
Requesters: https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/688203.pdf

Source for Military and Veteran Support, Detailed Inventory of Federal Programs to 
Help Service Members Achieve Civilian Employment — January, 2019 GAO Report: 
https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/696499.pdf
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97,837

46,695

7,476

- Enlisted

- O�icer

- Unknown

- Active duty only

- Active duty, Reserve, Nat. Guard

- Unknown

Qualitative interviews conducted

Transitioned service members 25

- Branches: Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, Coast Guard
- Age range at separation: 22-47 / Average age: 32
- 21 Enlisted and 4 O�icers
- Average years of service: 10
- Male: 14, female: 11
- Various races and ethnicities represented
- Voluntary separation: 19, non-voluntary separation: 6
- Enlisted rank: E4-E8

- Hiring Our Heroes, Chamber of Commerce
- Source America
- VA Virginia Advisory Board
- Former U.S. Chief Technology O�icer
- Nonprofit organizations that hire veterans
- TAP instructor
- Veteran advocate

Subject matter experts 10

Agency representatives

- Department of Defense (DOD)
- Department of Labor (DOL)
- Department of Veterans A�airs (VA)
- O�ice of Personnel Management (OPM)
- Small Business Administration (SBA)
- Department of Education (ED)
- Consumer Finance & Protection Bureau (CFPB)
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There are many fellowships for transitioning 
service members — [private companies], Hiring 
Our Heroes, government, and more. These are 
great because they introduce you to people who 
can help you once you get out [of the military].

– Mike, Veteran

I work as a mentor to new veterans. I see a lot of 
veterans who are very, very smart but they just 
don’t have the soft skills.

– Tahlia, Veteran

Well-designed bridge programs help service 
members learn the ropes of the civilian 
workforce in a low-stakes, low-cost way.

How Might We: Make service members 
aware of—and recognize the value of—bridge 
programs as a valuable “first step” towards 
their civilian career pathway?

I was in no way ready to hang up my boots....
All I ever knew was military.

– Joshua, Veteran

[When I was told to separate] I went into meltdown 
because I planned to serve until retiring.

– Eli, Veteran

Service members who most strongly a�iliate 
their sense of identity and purpose with the 
military encounter challenges and also 
opportunities during separation.

How Might We: Prepare service members 
who do not want to give up their identity as 
a warrior for a new role in civilian life?

I’ve helped a lot of my men get Lean Six Sigma and 
Project Management certifications and I think that 
will give them an edge once they [get into the labor 
force]….I wish someone had done the same for me.

– Daniel, Retiring Officer

If you don’t have the right certification, that 
knocks you out of the running for about a 
third of the jobs in our market right now.

– Staff with American Job Center

Accredited certification programs can help 
service members build their credentials in a 
certain trade before they transition to the 
labor force.

How Might We: Make accredited and 
respected certification programs more 
readily available to service members early 
on who might benefit from them once they 
enter the labor force?

My Supervisor saw TAP as an inconvenience. 
Like, ‘Oh god, you are going to be out for a 
week’....it was like my Supervisor resented 
me for even going.

– Tahlia, Veteran

Sometimes, a service member is just afraid 
of asking [their commander] whether they 
can take the time to do transition work.

– Mike, Veteran

A Commander or Supervisor has an outsized 
influence on whether the service member is 
granted the time, space, and acceptance to 
pursue their personal career transition.

How Might We: Better understand the 
barriers that prevent Commanders or 
Supervisors from supporting service 
members in their transition to civilian 
careers?

“[While they are serving]… housing is taken 
out. [service members] don’t even see the 
cost. Food, taken out. Health care, taken out. 
They have no idea about the actual cost 
of things.”

– Marie, Veteran

It took me months, after I got out, to figure out 
how to manage money so that I covered my 
bills...I didn’t know about electricity bill going 
up in the winter or unexpected medical bills.

– Cory, Veteran

Many enlisted service members have little 
experience managing a civilian budget that 
does not include subsidies for food, housing, 
and health care. Financial hardship may lead 
them to take the first job o�ered, which is likely 
to have ripple e�ects across their careers.

How Might We: Prepare service members 
to budget and prepare for life after EAS, 
where all housing, health care, and food 
subsidies go away—at once—and 
dramatically?

Service members are often unfamiliar with the 
civilian work force. For many, a military career is 
all they know—so they may require support in 
learning to align their military skillset to the 
needs of today’s civilian jobs.

Theme 1

I applied for 48 to 49 jobs. Many interviews 
reached the second or third level and wouldn’t 
go anywhere. There was a combo of naiveté 
and hubris. My connections weren’t deep 
enough or focused enough.

– Sean, Veteran

I thought I would get out [of the military] and [a 
defense contractor] would throw a hundred 
thousand dollar job at me....I ended up 
stocking shelves at a supermarket.

– Quinton, Veteran

How Might We: Help service members 
prepare for a labor force they have had 
no prior experience with?
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What is this pilot?

The President’s Management Agenda (PMA), Cross Agency Priority (CAP) Goal 
on Customer Experience and the proposal for a central CX capability in the Reform 
and Reorganization Plan recognized the need to understand Government-wide 
journeys navigating Federal services from the user perspective. Whereas Gov- 
ernment agencies execute their missions based on their specific authorities and 
responsibilities, customers tend to experience Government across stovepipes. To 
model this approach, the CX CAP Goal Team is facilitating interagency collaboration 
to document journeys of U.S. Government customers.

What is this map about?

Veteran employment is a big topic within the national narrative about service 
members and their transition to the labor force. The design team’s research 
focused on a subset of the veteran population, one that represents a range of 
people, situations, and experiences. Some people had smooth transitions and 
some did not. This spectrum represents the employment transition for a subset of 
service members and highlights several key themes that are dominant and forefront 
in the personal stories of those whom we interviewed. This map and these findings 
are a composite of the design team’s Human-Centered Design qualitative research.

What should I know about journey maps?

Journey maps are living documents—continually refined and revisited. There is never 
a “final” version, and these maps are meant to serve as a summary of the voices of 
actual customers of U.S. Government services. A map may not precisely document 
the way a Government program is meant to be navigated, accessed, or used. It might 
not capture every government program or resource available to a customer segment. 
However, it is the product of a qualitative research approach to gather insights from 
customers’ actual experiences. These findings can help us to identify areas for 
high-impact improvements across delivery channels and organizational silos.
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Federal programs identified 
are those that were most 
consistently mentioned in 
interviews and/or are core 
to this journey. Many other 
programs, services, and 
informational resources 
likely exist.
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Active

Active
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Transition Data

VOW Act mandates 100% of service members 
participate in TAP program, with some exceptions.

In 2016, DOD met its goal of 85% of eligible active 
duty service members participating in TAP. That year, 
159,157 active duty service members transitioned out 
of the services.

— 85% Participated in TAP (135,208)

— 12% Status unknown—missing data (19,802)

— 3% Did not participate in TAP (4,147)

Source for National Center for Veteran Analysis & Statistics, Office of Data Governance 
and Analytics: https://www.data.va.gov/dataset/demographic-characteristics- 
veterans-who-separated-2011-and-2017

Source for VOW Act: 
https://veterans.house.gov/legislation/the-veterans-opportunity-to-work-act.htm

Source for TAP compliance data — November, 2017 GAO Report to Congressional 
Requesters: https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/688203.pdf

Source for Military and Veteran Support, Detailed Inventory of Federal Programs to 
Help Service Members Achieve Civilian Employment — January, 2019 GAO Report: 
https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/696499.pdf
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Transitioned service members 25

- Branches: Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, Coast Guard
- Age range at separation: 22-47 / Average age: 32
- 21 Enlisted and 4 O�icers
- Average years of service: 10
- Male: 14, female: 11
- Various races and ethnicities represented
- Voluntary separation: 19, non-voluntary separation: 6
- Enlisted rank: E4-E8

- Hiring Our Heroes, Chamber of Commerce
- Source America
- VA Virginia Advisory Board
- Former U.S. Chief Technology O�icer
- Nonprofit organizations that hire veterans
- TAP instructor
- Veteran advocate

Subject matter experts 10

Agency representatives

- Department of Defense (DOD)
- Department of Labor (DOL)
- Department of Veterans A�airs (VA)
- O�ice of Personnel Management (OPM)
- Small Business Administration (SBA)
- Department of Education (ED)
- Consumer Finance & Protection Bureau (CFPB)
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Perspective Findings & Opportunities

There are many fellowships for transitioning 
service members — [private companies], Hiring 
Our Heroes, government, and more. These are 
great because they introduce you to people who 
can help you once you get out [of the military].

– Mike, Veteran

I work as a mentor to new veterans. I see a lot of 
veterans who are very, very smart but they just 
don’t have the soft skills.

– Tahlia, Veteran

Well-designed bridge programs help service 
members learn the ropes of the civilian 
workforce in a low-stakes, low-cost way.

How Might We: Make service members 
aware of—and recognize the value of—bridge 
programs as a valuable “first step” towards 
their civilian career pathway?

I was in no way ready to hang up my boots....
All I ever knew was military.

– Joshua, Veteran

[When I was told to separate] I went into meltdown 
because I planned to serve until retiring.

– Eli, Veteran

Service members who most strongly a�iliate 
their sense of identity and purpose with the 
military encounter challenges and also 
opportunities during separation.

How Might We: Prepare service members 
who do not want to give up their identity as 
a warrior for a new role in civilian life?

I’ve helped a lot of my men get Lean Six Sigma and 
Project Management certifications and I think that 
will give them an edge once they [get into the labor 
force]….I wish someone had done the same for me.

– Daniel, Retiring Officer

If you don’t have the right certification, that 
knocks you out of the running for about a 
third of the jobs in our market right now.

– Staff with American Job Center

Accredited certification programs can help 
service members build their credentials in a 
certain trade before they transition to the 
labor force.

How Might We: Make accredited and 
respected certification programs more 
readily available to service members early 
on who might benefit from them once they 
enter the labor force?

My Supervisor saw TAP as an inconvenience. 
Like, ‘Oh god, you are going to be out for a 
week’....it was like my Supervisor resented 
me for even going.

– Tahlia, Veteran

Sometimes, a service member is just afraid 
of asking [their commander] whether they 
can take the time to do transition work.

– Mike, Veteran

A Commander or Supervisor has an outsized 
influence on whether the service member is 
granted the time, space, and acceptance to 
pursue their personal career transition.

How Might We: Better understand the 
barriers that prevent Commanders or 
Supervisors from supporting service 
members in their transition to civilian 
careers?

“[While they are serving]… housing is taken 
out. [service members] don’t even see the 
cost. Food, taken out. Health care, taken out. 
They have no idea about the actual cost 
of things.”

– Marie, Veteran

It took me months, after I got out, to figure out 
how to manage money so that I covered my 
bills...I didn’t know about electricity bill going 
up in the winter or unexpected medical bills.

– Cory, Veteran

Many enlisted service members have little 
experience managing a civilian budget that 
does not include subsidies for food, housing, 
and health care. Financial hardship may lead 
them to take the first job o�ered, which is likely 
to have ripple e�ects across their careers.

How Might We: Prepare service members 
to budget and prepare for life after EAS, 
where all housing, health care, and food 
subsidies go away—at once—and 
dramatically?

Service members are often unfamiliar with the 
civilian work force. For many, a military career is 
all they know—so they may require support in 
learning to align their military skillset to the 
needs of today’s civilian jobs.

Theme 1

I applied for 48 to 49 jobs. Many interviews 
reached the second or third level and wouldn’t 
go anywhere. There was a combo of naiveté 
and hubris. My connections weren’t deep 
enough or focused enough.

– Sean, Veteran

I thought I would get out [of the military] and [a 
defense contractor] would throw a hundred 
thousand dollar job at me....I ended up 
stocking shelves at a supermarket.

– Quinton, Veteran

How Might We: Help service members 
prepare for a labor force they have had 
no prior experience with?
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CONCLUSION: TAKING THE WORK FURTHER

The goal of this effort has been to understand the needs of veterans 
seeking employment after military service and to experiment with new 
ways of working together in government. By inviting all of our stakehold-
ers to provide feedback at key moments in our research, we were able 
to build the credibility of our process, and by extension, build credibility 
around the map itself. 

The map does not offer solutions to the problem of transitioning service 
members who struggle to find and secure good jobs when they get back 
home. Rather, it is a resource that can provide insights about which 
factors are likely to help service members towards a smooth transition, 
and which ones are likely to lead towards a rocky transition. 

Different groups can tap the value of the map for different purposes: 

• Service members can learn from the journeys of others who have 
transitioned into the labor market, and they can see how taking 
earlier advantage of certain federal resources can help pave a 
smoother pathway towards career transition.

• Staff with federal agencies can see the positive impact that results 
from making career transition resources available and known to 
service members well before the TAP program. They can reflect on 
their timeline of service offerings and how to better harmonize those 
offerings with service members’ transition journey.

• Agency staff overseeing budgets can use the map to inform their 
process for evaluating plans and programs.

• Design teams can tap our project work for insights that will help 
advance collaborative design projects well into the future. 
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The creation of the journey map signals the starting point—rather than 
ending point—of our work. Our next step is to help federal agencies 
decide which of the map’s key findings they’d like to focus on, such as:

• Help supervisors better prepare service members for the career 
transition?

• Make fellowships, apprenticeships, and internships available to 
more service members

• Ensure that more service members are earning credentials that will 
help them better compete in the labor market?

No matter the selected finding, we will work toward ensuring service 
members have a firm footing to start their new chapter in life.
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